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Who We Are

A passionate group of doers, makers and 

builders of a better way.

T H E  P U B L I C  W O R K S  S T O R Y



We are a small group of experienced doers with 

the driving belief that ideas move business—and 

that the most powerful work lies at the intersection 

of a brand's truth and the public’s heart.

IDEAS THAT WORK.



We officially opened for business in January of  2016, when four longtime co-workers who helped build 

OLSON into Minneapolis’ largest creative and digital agency, joined forces to create a new firm. An 

agency that has the pedigree to work with global brands and the nimbleness to help any size company 

make more out of their marketing budgets. Oh, and we wanted to make the agency process less of a 

process and just a lot more fun.
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The Workers
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We believe in the power of ideas to drive business.  

In a world of message overload, great ideas still have the power to drive business. Especially in 

crowded markets, and for highly sought-after audiences, the right idea at the right time is crucial. 

We believe in diversity of thought, experience and background — for ourselves and our clients. 

Open mindedness, curiosity, and communication are the enablers of creative success. Anathema 

to us are tunnel vision, intolerance, elitism, and discrimination based on religion, national origin, 

race, color, or gender. 

We believe in collaboration, communication and transparency with our clients.  

As simple as this belief sounds, we dedicate ourselves to pursuing it every day with every client 

and individual. Our mutual success is dependent upon it.   

Our Key Working Tenets



A strategic thinker with an eye for ideas and 

design, Jenny is the bridge builder and 

relationship leader between clients, the 

agency and our partners. Jenny’s experience 

ranges from a local staples like Old Dutch, 

The University of Minnesota and Marvin 

Windows to global brands like General 

Mills, Post Foods, Target, ConAgra and 

more. Her passion to grow clients’ 

businesses is only eclipsed by her passion to 

get her two boys to their hockey games in a 

timely manner without forgetting any gear. 

And we all know if you can manage that, 

you can manage anything. 

The Workers: Leadership

Jenny McDowell

Business Lead
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No small thought has ever come out of 

Brian’s head. As a creative lead, Brian 

oversees teams and helps build ideas 

to their absolute bigness. As an art 

director, Brian has vast experience in 

food, packaged goods and just really 

making stuff look killer. His creative 

thinking has driven brands such as 

Fruity Pebbles, Yoplait Yogurt, Heggies 

Pizza and Payless Shoes. As Public 

Works’ resident soccer expert, Brian is 

always more than willing to share 

some of the nuances of the game when 

people ask. They usually don’t.  

Brian Hurley

Creative Lead



The Workers: Leadership

A tinkerer, a doer and an activator, Chris 

oversees creative and design while 

playing a hands-on role in bringing 

ideas to life. He has been the Creative 

Lead on everything from University of 

Minnesota to General Mills to Boston 

Scientific. Chris goes seamlessly from 

working in pencils to pixels. An 

illustrator at heart, Chris has the rare 

quality of being an analytical  thinker 

without being a robot. But if he were one, 

he would definitely be a bad-ass robot. 

Probably with lasers.

Chris Henderson

Creative Lead
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Derek is a writer by trade who still clings 

to the notion that advertising can 

change the world. As a creative lead, he 

looks for ideas that will do just that. 

Competitive to a fault, Derek’s been able 

to turn the fire that drove him to become 

a fairly average player on a highly 

mediocre adult rec league hockey team 

into a creative career working with a 

wide  array of brands including the 

Minnesota Wild, Nike, Bauer Hockey, 

University of Minnesota, Land O’Lakes 

and more. 

Derek Bitter

Creative Lead



Clients. Collaborators.  
Partners.

We are the agency of record for Post 

Consumer Brands, Minnesota Wild, the 

State of Hockey and E.A.Sween. We also do 

branding and digital work with Warner 

Bros., SALO and Lake Monster, among 

others. 

T H E  B R A N D S  W E  C U R R E N T L Y  W O R K  W I T H
Let’s get solving.
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E.A. SWEEN COMPANY



View Video At:  
http://www.publicworks.agency/boston-scientific



Decades Of Experience On High-Profile Brands



BRAND STRATEGY 

• Brand Strategy 

• Content Strategy 

• Social Strategy 

• Portfolio Management 

• Consumer Testing 

• Connections Planning 

• Consumer Anthropology 

• Customer Insights 

• Research

BRAND CREATIVE 

• Design 

• Brand Idea Development 

• Campaign Development 

• Creative Execution 

• Creative Direction 

• Art Direction 

• Copywriting 

• Creative Production 

• Public Relations

BRAND ACTIVATION 

• Social/Digital Content Planning, 

Creation and Content Production 

• Brand Ecosystem Planning 

• UX Design 

• Website Design 

• Digital PR and Event Integration 

• Digital Promotions 

• Community Management 

• Front & Back End Development 

• Mobile Development

Capabilities
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What We’ve Done

From building the Pebbles and Bauer Hockey Brands, to 

running the social accounts of Yoplait and Mom’s Best 

Cereals, we have a long history in our collective careers 

of building brands through ideas that work. 

P U B L I C  W O R K S  C A S E  S T U D I E S .



Pebbles Cereal
Facing stagnant sales and lack of consumer engagement, 

Pebbles invited us to pitch their business in 2015. They simply 

wanted a new TV spot, but we knew that was just the start, and 

digital would be the key to a total brand re-boot. 

• C A S E  S T U D Y •



The Strategy
We began by immersing ourselves in all things Pebbles: traveling to speak 

with key stakeholders, scouring though stacks of research, talking to Pebbles 

lovers and doing a social and digital audit. We found that Pebbles is much 

more than a cereal, it is a rainbow in a bowl - a spark of joy, imagination and 

love. Its core equities of intense color, bold flavor, silly Pebble-shaped pieces 

and beloved Flintstones characters produced both a physical and an 

emotional response that was truly unique. 

Interestingly, the brand had walked away from these equities in all  

communications. Brand engagement, on the shelves and online, had 

dwindled. The answer was clear: we needed to get back to our roots.  

So, instead of coming in with a few new TV spots, we built Pebbles a new 

brand architecture, digital strategy and idea platform: The full-tilt fun of 

Pebbles Cereal ignites the creativity in kids and kids at heart.  
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The Idea
Yabba Dabba Do! Became the rally cry that 

brought the Pebbles brand back to life and 

unified its voice across every touchpoint. 

Importantly, it also made our clients proud to 

work on this great brand: "this is the first time I 

have felt really good about working on Pebbles."
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View Video At:  
http://www.publicworks.agency/boston-scientific









The Social Work
Pebbles’ social channels became a key component of building 

the new Pebbles brand voice. From boosted media posts to 

community interaction, we managed the entire social platform, 

including leading them to be Post Foods’ first brand on Snapchat 

(debuting Fall 2016). 
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brand 

objectives 

Supporting The Unique Needs Of Our Target Communities 

Grow Penetration 

Build Brand Loyalty 

Inspire Creativity and Curiosity in Kids

Kids Age 6-12

community 

needs

digital 

objectives

digital 

solutions 
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Sense of Control  

Ways to Express Themselves 

Entertainment 

Deliver Fresh, Entertaining Experiences 

Grow Penetration 

Develop and Grow Local Marketing Efforts 

Measurable In-market Results

Moms

Food Ideas 

Entertainment to Share with Kids 

Ways to Simplify Life

Value 

Leave Her Better Off Than She Was When 

She Came to the Interaction 

Extend Usage Occasions 

Test & Learn with New Ideas 

Increase Brand Virality

Teens

Sense of Independence  

Ways to Express Themselves 

Reasons to Connect 

Expression 

Provide an Opportunity to Express Their 

True Selves

A Full-Tilt Sense of Fun Opportunities for Social Expression A Consistent Source of Value
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Moms’ Digital Experience

A Consistent Source of Value 

Provide help on all fronts - keeping mealtime exciting, 

staying on top of her game, keeping the grocery bill low, 

and having fun with her kids.

Scale Considerations:

Offline 
Activity 

Ideas

Offers/ 
Promotions

Delivery Channels:

Recipes Humor
Life 

Hacks
Cultural 

Commentary

Social Channels Mom Site

Kate

35yo
Valuable

Entertaining

  Expressive

• Amount of content produced 

• Social platform expansion - making the content work harder 

to reach the audience 

• Size and complexity of promotional campaigns and prizes 

• Mini-campaigns to support timely topics and interactions 
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Mom Site

Display Ads/ 
Media

Drive to Values & 
Specific Pieces of  

Content

Mom 
Emails

Share Out 
Content Update 

& Values

Recipes 
Humor 

Life Hacks 
Cultural Commentary 

Offers/ Promotions 
Offline Activity Ideas

Mom Site Content

PHASE 1
PHASE 2

Kids App
Designs for collaboration. 

Parents can share 
games, activities & and  

send rewards

Flexible Site that can Serve a 
Variety of  Types of  Content 

& Experiences

1. Content Engagement: Recipe Ratings, Comments, Downloads, Views & Shares 
2. Email Opt Ins: Opens, Shares & Click Thoughts

KEY METRICS:

Mom Eco System - A Consistent Source of Value 

Social Channels

Launch, Complement & 
Promote New Channels

Deeper Values
Focus on Creating Deeper 

Values to Rewards Existing 
Users but also Find New  

Users

A Monthly Editorial 
Calendar of  Fresh 

Values, Recipes and 
Promotions will be the 
Focus to Keep the Site 

Fresh



Igniting the Creativity in Kids and Kids at Heart. 



Content Types

Show that we know what it 

means to have a good time by 

sharing our own creativity, or 

encouraging others to 

contribute their ideas while 

stretching the theme of DO 

across age groups and 

categories.

Give a nod to both parents and 

teens by sharing how-to’s on 

tasty Pebbles treats, as well as 

Pebbles ideas that’ll make even 

the most serious fans wish they’d 

thought of that first.

We know that parents seek 

common ground with their kids, so 

we’ll work to bring the family 

together with fun co-play 

opportunities, helping them find 

ways to collaborate and explore 

together.

FUN FOOD FAMILY



Lots Of Fun



Giveaways

IMPRESSIONS - 1,538,876

ENGAGEMENTS - 35,210

0

1500000

3000000

4500000

6000000

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. April May

Weighted Engagement Rate % Impressions

4354485

3037476

2653370

2093093

27702332778937

585557

108191

2560789

5613354

4627659

3982484
25.26%

35.15%

29.57%

20.26%

15.05%
15.71%15.73%

5.5%

2.28%

29.3%

25.82%

6%

W H A T  H A P P E N E D :   

Successful skateboard giveaway along 
with our sponsored dark post spiked 

impressions in May. 

W H A T  I T  M E A N S :  

Dive deep into fans interests to inspire 
activations and ongoing content,



postconsumerbrands.com/pebbles

Pebbles “Mom” Site



Updated The 

Recipes Section Of 

The Site Making 

For A Much Tastier 

Experience

Pebbles Cereal  Recipes



PebblesCereal.com

Pebbles Cereal  Kid Site

pebblescereal .com



Driving Retail

IMPRESSIONS - 1.7MM IMPRESSIONS - 360K



Listening

They Said…
We Did.



The Results

In less than six months, the Yabba Dabba Do! Campaign  

struck a cord with kids and kids at heart. Truly, being playful 

and imaginative is a meaningful and powerful brand benefit in 

today’s world, and the results are nothing to shake a spoon at.  

Since the campaign launched less than six months ago: 

Base turns are up 17% 

Average turns are up 15% 

Our Facebook community has grown 7% 

Pebbles is now the #1 RTE kids cereal! 

And, Trix brought back its color…hmm.



State of Hockey
For years, the Minnesota Wild has used the State of Hockey as a brand positioning and platform. It 

celebrates the fact that in Minnesota, the NHL is just one connection to our hockey-rich culture. Here, we 

celebrate all levels of the game, and as the Minnesota Wild brand has grown, the recognition of the 

State of Hockey brand has grown with it, to a point where the Wild wanted to establish it as its own 

brand. StateofHockey.com became the hub for hockey news in Minnesota. Focusing on high school (along 

with other levels), kids from all over the state can find stats, news and content about the game.  

• C A S E  S T U D Y •



In Minnesota, we don’t just love hockey, 

we live it. So to help launch The State of 

Hockey brand with the Minnesota Wild, 

we celebrated the connection all 

players, from pee-wees to pros have to 

the game and each other.  

The Idea:



View Video At:  
http://www.publicworks.agency/boston-scientific



Dream. State. 
A Six-Part Documentary Series
As a way to help launch the State of Hockey brand, we created Dream. State. an inside look  

at two high school teams chasing the dream of playing in The Minnesota State High School 

Hockey Tournament. The Emmy-Award winning show aired on Fox Sports North with a 

behind-the-scenes look at all the work, preparation and teamwork that goes into becoming 

a top program in the State of Hockey.  
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See the series at stateofhockey.com 

http://stateofhockey.com


The Results

StateofHockey.com has become one of the top 

destinations for players ranging from 10-18 to 

check scores, stats and news in the Minnesota 

hockey community.  

Dream. State. was a highly rated show on Fox 

Sports North and has been picked up for a 

second season. 

“State of Hockey” has become a key phase used 

by media, players and hockey community.



Cereal Day
In an age where everything gets its day, March 7th is still a special day on our calendars–it’s National Cereal Day. Cereal 

day has grown to be one of the most popular food holidays during the year. In fact, over 142,000 people mentioned cereal day 

from February to April in 2016. Although most cereal brands dip their spoons in the Cereal Day conversation, no one really 

stepped up to own the day. That is, not until March 7, 2017. 

C A S E  S T U D Y



For Cereal Day, 2017 we made the ultimate 

cereal mashup. Rather than each Post 

brand crafting their own message, we 

joined forces to make one big statement, in 

one big box. #cereALL was a combination of 

every single Post cereal brand in one bowl. 

A mix so good, we made a song about it. We 

launched the video on Cereal Day through 

all of Post’s social outlets. The four major 

brands (Pebbles, Great Grains, Malt-o-Meal 

and Honey Bunches of Oats) then gave fans 

and followers the chance to win a year 

supply of cereal for sharing the video. The 

results have Post already circling the day on 

the calendar for next year. 

#CereALL

To view the video, visit  

publicworks.agency/cereall-day

The Idea:



View Video At:  
http://www.publicworks.agency/boston-scientific
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Empowering Better Health

We believe in Ideas That Work. And nowhere is this more 

important than in health care, it gives us opportunities other 

fields do not. We’re not just creating campaigns, we’re 

empowering better health. 

Everyone, from practitioners to consumers, want the same 

things: clarity, ease of use and excellent care. The challenge is 

reach, educate and inform an audience with messaging and 

solutions that impact their health. Always exercising our idea 

muscles to make things simpler.
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We Are Healthier Than You Think



On the heels of bringing together its two largest industry-leading divisions to create one 

group called the Cardiology, Rhythm and Vascular (CRV) Group, We were a part building 

a brand identity and articulate a value proposition for the new group called CRV.  

The Goal: Position CRV as a global leader in delivering innovative, cardiology service 

solutions for physicians, patients and health care systems worldwide.







View Video At:  
http://www.publicworks.agency/boston-scientific
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Internal Launch Event
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Patient Story Microsite



View Video At:  
http://www.publicworks.agency/boston-scientific



Target was working to build awareness and credibility of Target healthcare 

capabilities by improving the way they connected with consumers and 

organizations. The main goals was to Simplify healthcare by elevating the everyday 

and providing innovative and inspiring solutions.







View Video At:  
http://www.publicworks.agency/boston-scientific



Simply balanced café 

(submitted by Carter 

R, Minneapolis, Minn.)

—Take-n-make meals 
made from locally 

grown, fresh organic 

ingredients offered at 

Target’s in-store café.

Target care registry 

(submitted by Raven 

C., Stafford, Texas)—

an online gift registry 

for caregivers of 

individuals suffering 

from chronic health 

conditions.

2 WINNERS



When Hazelden merged with Betty Ford Center 

in 2014, they became the single-biggest name in 

drug and alcohol treatment and recovery. The 

problem was, with the entrance of many other 

players in the recovery space, treatment was 

quickly becoming viewed as a commodity. Our 

challenge was to prove to a wide range of 

audiences, from doctors, to families, to addicts 

themselves that Hazelden Betty Ford was the 

only place to turn for help.



Each group has but one primary purpose — 
to carry its message to the alcoholic who still suffers. 

- Tradition Five



Headline
• Bullet 
• Bullet 
• Bullet



Addiction’s primary foe is open, honest conversation.



No one really likes to talk about addiction. It brings out society’s prejudices and reinforces 
addicts’ shame. Words often fail us. We’re unsure what’s true or real. Hazelden Betty Ford 
Foundation is uniquely empowered to change that. To facilitate conversation between those 
in recovery, addicts and society at large. To replace misinformation with understanding. 
Misperception with empathy. Denial with hope. We must use what has worked for 60 years 
in new ways. We are a powerful community. Our stories inspire action.



Addiction’s primary foe is open, honest conversation.
Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation, as the leading force in 
the fight against addiction, has the responsibility to foster 
those conversations and provide the necessary tools for 
our community to help each other and society as a whole.

Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation, as the leading force in 
the fight against addiction, has the responsibility to foster 
that conversation and to provide the necessary tools for 
our community to help each other and society as a whole.



I Am Proof
DIGITAL/SOCIAL/EARNED

Powerful declarations from members of our recovery community will play a large part in eradicating the stigma of addiction. By partnering with influential personalities in the recovery space, we 

will solicit video testimonials and feature them on our YouTube channel. The testimonials are simply their personal message to any addict who is currently suffering. These simple and powerful 



Be the Face of Recovery
DIGITAL/SOCIAL/EARNED

As part of Recovery Month in 2015, we will ask our community to help us lend a face to recovery. We will create a simple web experience where users can donate their Facebook Profile Photo or 

Twitter Avatar to an endlessly growing page of other supporters’ photos. It will be a massive and moving expression of support for those looking for hope. Those who contribute will receive a 

badge to use on their social media accounts for the month.



Recovered Works
DOCUMENTARY SERIES

Addiction is a disease that tends to strike some of the most talented and creative members of our society. Behind many of the greatest albums, works of art, innovations and advancements in society 

has been a person on their own personal journey for recovery. This series tells their stories, and brings to light how some of the most important contributions in our society have been created by our 

alumni.



#TodaysGift
DIGITAL/SOCIAL/OOH

Let’s build the first and only

Open Meeting
BROADCAST/DIGITAL 

To bring further focus to the issue, we will partner with a network to create a weekly televised group meeting. Hosted by Craig Ferguson, a handful of notable figures in recovery gather to discuss 

a range of issues relevant to the cause. In addition to personal stories, we can give in-depth coverage to the current events and recurring addiction issues we face nationally.



The Foundation Series
DIGITAL/SOCIAL

To truly address the stigma of addiction, we must reach people on both a social and educational level. Much in the style of the TED Talk webinar series, we will showcase our world-class experts on addiction 

treatment, prevention and education for public speaking engagements that facilitate candid and intelligent presentation of the facts, misconceptions and vision for treating the disease.



#weareproof
DIGITAL/SOCIAL/EARNED MEDIA

Over 100,000 people in recovery visit Hazelden.org daily for inspiration from our Thought for the Day. Let’s create more dialogue and ownability around this action by evolving Thought for the Day 

to something users can participate in. By surrounding our daily contribution with the hashtagged Instagram and Twitter contributions from our recovery community, we can create an active and  



We Are Proof Realtime Digital Billboards
OUT OF HOME

Hundreds of thousands of people visit us daily to receive and give a little hope. By simply measuring that activity and serving it up for the public to see, we are able to create a powerful message 

proving the size of our supportive community and its impact.



Alumni Self-Publishing
PUBLISHING

As we continue to provide the world standard in addiction-related publishing, we will extend our platform to our recovery community in a way, and at a scale, never seen before by allowing alumni to publish and 

promote their own books, poetry and short stories. 



The Inspiration Wall
ON CAMPUS

As people graduate from our treatment facilities, many leave messages of hope for those who remain on bulletin boards in their units. Let’s add more permanence and meaning to that tradition by 

allowing for a space where graduates can leave their own inspiration for others. Over time, the installations can grow to be another example of the truth that exists at Hazelden and Betty Ford.



• It celebrates and activates our recovery community.

• It is a core tenent of the recovery process.

• It speaks to the authority of our evidence-based approach.

• It provides a platform for those who want to speak out.

• It provides real hope for those in need.

• It celebrates and activates our recovery community.

• It is built upon a core tenet of the recovery process.

• It speaks to the authority of our evidence-based approach.

• It provides a platform for those who want to speak out.

• It provides real hope for those in need.

We are proof.



When Medtronic set out to launch CareLink for Pacemakers, it needed to send a 

message to busy cardiologists quickly. “The Office Visit Without The Office Visit” 

became an eye-catching, strategic and award-winning campaign to do just that.
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We worked with UHG for years creating a 

range of experiences. The theme was 

educating the consumer with great content 

and simple experiences. 

 



UnitedHealthcare introduced a new brand to 

unite its three distinct business units. The goal 

was to create a simple destination to represent 

this new brand and address the core business 

needs of each of the businesses. 

UHG.com



UHG.com 2.0



The main online acquisition channel for AARP-branded 

Medicare plans: www.aarpmedicareplans.com. This site 

has continued to target individuals who are approaching 

65 years of age and are seeking information to help them 

purchase a Medicare plan.

Ulayer

http://www.aarpmedicareplans.com/


UnitedHealthcare Medicare and Retirements main 

educational channel for Medicare. The site has continued to 

provide individuals who are approaching 65 years of age 

with the necessary resources to clearly understand what 

most people would consider complex subject matter.  

Medicare Made Clear 



Business Lead 

(612) 986-9258 

211 North First Street 

Suite 300 

Minneapolis, MN 55401 

j.mcdowell@publicworks.agency 

JENNY MCDOWELL

THANK YOU!

mailto:j.mcdowell@publicworks.agency

